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here s the full list of tools that you ll need to set up your own compound bow bow
press bow vise draw board allen keys tape measure laser center shot tool optional
leveling tools bow string serving material string loop material blue threadlocker
optional scissors pocket knife or razor blade lighter follow these seven simple steps
for how to set up a compound bow so it s performing perfectly ahead of this year s big
game hunting seasons it s not as hard as you think step 1 find a way to prop up your
bow vertically with an arrow on the arrow rest you can either lean it against a wall
ask someone to help you or use your knee it s important that the bow is relatively
stable and that you can look at the arrow from a distance if you are an archery nerd
like me you might want to buy a bow vice this how to tune a compound bow step 1 attach
the arrow rest secure you bow in a vise attach the rest and tie in a d loop for the
nocking point jace bauserman it s fitting in a way that the setting up a compound bow
to hunt whitetails is more complicated than you might think a lot of hunters just order
a bow have the local shop do a basic tuneup or do it themselves if they are capable and
think they are good to go but you re honestly leaving performance on the table if you
go that route 42k views 1 year ago bowhunting archery outdoors sydnie just got a new
bow for this upcoming season and walks through how to set the sights accurately for
anyone new to bow hunting or steps of setting up a compound bow follow the steps below
to execute a hassle free setting process setup your draw length draw length simply
refers to the distance you pull back the bowstring attached to your bow this length
totally varies from person to person it depends on a hunter s height hand size and
strength learn how to shoot a compound bow and start hunting like a pro our step by
step guide is perfect for beginners and seasoned archers alike 109k subscribers
subscribed 2 4k 159k views 6 years ago archery for beginners this video is intended for
beginners at archery who would like to learn how to set up a compound bow with all
scheels archery expert brian walks through all of the steps you need to take to
assemble a compound bow 0 00 intro0 16 draw length3 54 install the rest5 35 how to set
up a compound bow the easy way tools needed for a compound bow set up parts of the
compound bow 1 don t adjust the brace height and string length of the bow 2 mastering
the total pounds process 3 the rest and even arm locate the even arm 4 positioning an
arrow rest 5 set the nocking point fit 6 the cable guard reilly starts with a bare hoyt
ignite compound bow and then adds to it a basic las compound bow package the package
includes an arrow rest sight quiver wrist sling stabilizer and five arrows reilly
demonstrates how to get a basic compound bow ready to shoot by walking through the
steps necessary to properly install the accessories set up your compound bow in 9 steps
step 1 draw length measurement step 2 draw weight setup step 3 set the cam timing step
4 mount the peep sight step 5 set up the arrow length step 6 installing arrow rest on
the compound bow step 7 search the nock point step 8 tie the d loop step 9 lets do the
paper tuning wrapping up the first step when it comes to how to sight in a compound bow
is making sure the bow is tuned and your sight is leveled a tuned bow is one which has
the rest and nocking point perfectly aligned so arrows leave the bow perfectly straight
if the bow or archer isn t shooting straight you can waste a lot of time trying to
sight in how to set up a compound bow step 1 check draw length step 2 check bow specs
step 3 check cam timing step 4 centershot and time the rest step 5 nocking points and
tied d loops step 6 attach or level sight step 7 tie peeps step 8 choose arrows
conclusion setting up a compound bow you can do this every bowhunter should be able to
handle four key tasks in setting up a compound shutterstock image january 08 2021 by
tony hansen i am very much a diy guy i would even go so far as to say i m a bit of a
diy snob the very best beginner compound bow package for adults runner up bear archery
cruzer g2 this bow s construction is par with almost any bow found at the premium price
point draw length of 12 30 and a draw weight range of 5 70 pounds great value blackout
epic the best compound bows of 2024 tested and reviewed after weeks of testing and
hundreds of arrows sent downrange we pick the best new flagship bows of the year the
xpedition xlite s compound bow weapon learn about this topic in these articles use in
archery in archery the bow more recent innovation is the compound bow which uses a
system of cables and pulleys to make the bow easier to draw compound bows have achieved
increasing popularity since a two pulley design was introduced in the 1960s caleb drake
of advantage archery in twin falls idaho walks through setting up a new compound bow
for hunting to get suited up for bow season head to



how to setup a compound bow step by step bowhunting com Mar 26 2024 here s the full
list of tools that you ll need to set up your own compound bow bow press bow vise draw
board allen keys tape measure laser center shot tool optional leveling tools bow string
serving material string loop material blue threadlocker optional scissors pocket knife
or razor blade lighter
how to set up a compound bow field stream Feb 25 2024 follow these seven simple steps
for how to set up a compound bow so it s performing perfectly ahead of this year s big
game hunting seasons it s not as hard as you think
how to setup and tune a compound bow picture guide Jan 24 2024 step 1 find a way to
prop up your bow vertically with an arrow on the arrow rest you can either lean it
against a wall ask someone to help you or use your knee it s important that the bow is
relatively stable and that you can look at the arrow from a distance if you are an
archery nerd like me you might want to buy a bow vice this
how to tune a compound bow 7 easy steps field stream Dec 23 2023 how to tune a compound
bow step 1 attach the arrow rest secure you bow in a vise attach the rest and tie in a
d loop for the nocking point jace bauserman it s fitting in a way that the
the best compound bow setup for hunting deer outdoor life Nov 22 2023 setting up a
compound bow to hunt whitetails is more complicated than you might think a lot of
hunters just order a bow have the local shop do a basic tuneup or do it themselves if
they are capable and think they are good to go but you re honestly leaving performance
on the table if you go that route
how to set up a compound bow for beginners youtube Oct 21 2023 42k views 1 year ago
bowhunting archery outdoors sydnie just got a new bow for this upcoming season and
walks through how to set the sights accurately for anyone new to bow hunting or
how to set up a compound bow the ultimate guide Sep 20 2023 steps of setting up a
compound bow follow the steps below to execute a hassle free setting process setup your
draw length draw length simply refers to the distance you pull back the bowstring
attached to your bow this length totally varies from person to person it depends on a
hunter s height hand size and strength
how to shoot a compound bow field stream Aug 19 2023 learn how to shoot a compound bow
and start hunting like a pro our step by step guide is perfect for beginners and
seasoned archers alike
how to set up a compound bow for beginners youtube Jul 18 2023 109k subscribers
subscribed 2 4k 159k views 6 years ago archery for beginners this video is intended for
beginners at archery who would like to learn how to set up a compound bow with all
how to set up a compound bow scheels youtube Jun 17 2023 scheels archery expert brian
walks through all of the steps you need to take to assemble a compound bow 0 00 intro0
16 draw length3 54 install the rest5 35
how to set up a compound bow the easy way elitehuntsman com May 16 2023 how to set up a
compound bow the easy way tools needed for a compound bow set up parts of the compound
bow 1 don t adjust the brace height and string length of the bow 2 mastering the total
pounds process 3 the rest and even arm locate the even arm 4 positioning an arrow rest
5 set the nocking point fit 6 the cable guard
how to set up a basic compound bow lancaster archery supply Apr 15 2023 reilly starts
with a bare hoyt ignite compound bow and then adds to it a basic las compound bow
package the package includes an arrow rest sight quiver wrist sling stabilizer and five
arrows reilly demonstrates how to get a basic compound bow ready to shoot by walking
through the steps necessary to properly install the accessories
how to set up a compound bow assembly process archery care Mar 14 2023 set up your
compound bow in 9 steps step 1 draw length measurement step 2 draw weight setup step 3
set the cam timing step 4 mount the peep sight step 5 set up the arrow length step 6
installing arrow rest on the compound bow step 7 search the nock point step 8 tie the d
loop step 9 lets do the paper tuning wrapping up
how to sight in a compound bow outdoor life Feb 13 2023 the first step when it comes to
how to sight in a compound bow is making sure the bow is tuned and your sight is
leveled a tuned bow is one which has the rest and nocking point perfectly aligned so
arrows leave the bow perfectly straight if the bow or archer isn t shooting straight
you can waste a lot of time trying to sight in
how to set up a compound bow properly bows and arrows pro Jan 12 2023 how to set up a
compound bow step 1 check draw length step 2 check bow specs step 3 check cam timing
step 4 centershot and time the rest step 5 nocking points and tied d loops step 6
attach or level sight step 7 tie peeps step 8 choose arrows conclusion
setting up a compound bow you can do this game fish Dec 11 2022 setting up a compound
bow you can do this every bowhunter should be able to handle four key tasks in setting
up a compound shutterstock image january 08 2021 by tony hansen i am very much a diy
guy i would even go so far as to say i m a bit of a diy snob
best beginner compound bow 2023 review for archery beginners Nov 10 2022 the very best
beginner compound bow package for adults runner up bear archery cruzer g2 this bow s
construction is par with almost any bow found at the premium price point draw length of



12 30 and a draw weight range of 5 70 pounds great value blackout epic
the best compound bows of 2024 tested and reviewed Oct 09 2022 the best compound bows
of 2024 tested and reviewed after weeks of testing and hundreds of arrows sent
downrange we pick the best new flagship bows of the year the xpedition xlite s
compound bow weapon britannica Sep 08 2022 compound bow weapon learn about this topic
in these articles use in archery in archery the bow more recent innovation is the
compound bow which uses a system of cables and pulleys to make the bow easier to draw
compound bows have achieved increasing popularity since a two pulley design was
introduced in the 1960s
the beginners bow guide setup install a rest down cord Aug 07 2022 caleb drake of
advantage archery in twin falls idaho walks through setting up a new compound bow for
hunting to get suited up for bow season head to
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